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Abstract. Term mismatching between queries and documents has long been
recognized as a key problem in information retrieval (IR). Based on our analysis
of a large-scale web query log and relevant documents in standard test collec-
tions, we attempt to detect topic transitions between the topical categories of a
query and those of relevant documents (or clicked pages) and create a Topic
Transition Map (TTM) that captures how query topic categories are linked to
those of relevant or clicked documents. TTM, a kind of click-graph at the
semantic level, is then used for query expansion by suggesting the terms
associated with the document categories strongly related to the query category.
Unlike most other query expansion methods that attempt to either interpret the
semantics of queries based on a thesaurus-like resource or use the content of a
small number of relevant documents, our method proposes to retrieve docu-
ments in the semantic affinity of multiple categories of the documents relevant
for the queries of a similar kind. Our experiments show that the proposed
method is superior in effectiveness to other representative query expansion
methods such as standard relevance feedback, pseudo relevance feedback, and
thesaurus-based expansion of queries.

Keywords: Topic Transition Map � Semantic categorization of terms � Query
expansion � Relevance feedback

1 Introduction

With millions of queries submitted to search engines every day, it is important to be
able to mine the user interests hidden in the queries and their clicked web pages. We
assume that the user interests and their relations to web pages are encoded in
click-through data, and attempt to extract and represent user intentions in such a way
that they can be used for search improvements. We attempt to ameliorate the term
mismatching and term ambiguity problems that have long been recognized as critical
problem for information retrieval (IR).
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Queries and their clicked web pages separately or together have been analyzed in
the past for different purposes [1–6]: query classification at a coarse-grain level such as
informational, navigational, and transactional purposes; document classification using
14 categories at the top level of the Open Directory Project (ODP) hierarchy; and
generation and analysis of click-graphs based on Query-URL log data but without
topic-level content analysis. The click-graph approaches tried to analyze the complex
structure of Query-clicked URLs [4, 5] and took an initial step toward improving query
intent classifiers, especially for jobs and products [6]. A recent work [9] addressed the
issue of intrinsic diversity of queries that often have little ambiguity in intent but seek
the content covering a variety of aspects on a shared theme.

Motivated by the click-graph approaches [3–6], we analyze a large-scale
click-through data and found that user queries and those shown in clicked pages often
appear different from each other at a certain semantic level. More specifically, we
observed transitions of user interests from the query side to the page sidewhen user queries
and clicked pages are representedwith the semantic categories of theODP taxonomy. The
same kind of transitions was also detected between the topics (queries) and their relevant
documents in a standard information retrieval dataset.We express the transitions from the
query side to the documents (or page) side as a topic transition map (TTM).

TTM is constructed with a set of queries and the associated clicked pages or
relevant documents, which are all mapped to the ODP hierarchy by a classifier. That is,
topic transitions are captured at a semantic level, not between individual queries and
documents as in other click graphs [3–5]. Once a TTM is available for a large
click-through log or an IR test collection, a new query can be expanded based on which
semantic category it belongs to; search terms are selected from the document categories
in TTM, not the clicked or relevant documents.

This approach can be seen as an attempt to recognize the changes of user interest
between two situations: at the time a query is entered and at the time retrieved docu-
ments are browsed and assessed. The changes may be attributed to different reasons: a
real flow of information needs as new contents are discovered from the retrieved
documents; to the under-specification of user queries, especially in web searching; or to
the differences and mismatches in vocabulary. Regardless of the reasons, TTM has a
potential to capture an average behavior of topic or interest transitions for a community
of users or a set of queries to predict what semantic category would satisfy a user query.
Taking the average behavior of topic transitions into consideration for searching is in
the same spirit with the idea of using popularity of web pages for ranking in web search
engines [7]. The difference lies in the time when user interests are captured: page
creation time vs. search and browsing time.

2 Related Work

Some work has been done to categorize the needs of users with an intention to use the
results for search engines. For example, the categorization proposed by [8] in which
three classes (navigational, informational and transactional) was considered. In addi-
tion, [1] tried to identify user’s interests in a web search engine based on a query log.
Their analysis was made from two perspectives: the user’s informational objects
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(informational/not information/ambiguous) and the topic categories (top 1st level of
ODP hierarchy). However, the proposed categories are not at the topical level that is
sufficient to represent specific users’ needs or interests and hence inappropriate for
handling the problem of term mismatches between queries and documents. A study [2]
tried to make an approximation to the user intent using clicked-through data at a
general level whereas a recent work [9] addressed the issue of intrinsic diversity of
queries that often have little ambiguity in intent but seek the content covering a variety
of aspects on a shared theme. However, these studies did not utilize the document sides
together.

In the area of web query classification, a study [10] introduced a bridging classifier
based on the ODP taxonomy and category names, which outperforms the best results of
KDDCUP 2005 (http://www.acm.org/sidkdd/kddcup). This is a reasonable effort to
classify web queries, which are short and ambiguous, into a set of target categories.
Since a fine-grained topic classifier can provide a significant medium for identifying
user interest, this line of work can lead to effective retrieval. However, there has been
no attempt yet to relate it to the goal of improving search effectiveness, let alone the
topic transition aspect. ODP taxonomy has been used to classify web documents into a
deep hierarchy [12, 13]. Subtopic mining approaches such as [29] extract text frag-
ments from different parts of retrieved documents, cluster fragments and thus merge
similar ones, generate a subtopic for each cluster and finally rank and diversify the
subtopics. The fine-grained classification approaches for web documents and the web
query classification work led us to investigate on topic transitions between queries and
relevant documents (or clicked documents).

There have been some attempts to elicit relations between queries and documents.
The work in [4] studied a large click-graph with the goal of extracting the relations that
are implicit in the actions of users submitting queries and clicking answers from query
logs. They suggested a graph mining technique that can generate huge amounts of
interesting relations, but focusing only on edges between queries and their visited
URLs without an analysis at a semantic level. As a way to infer semantic query
relations, the work in [11] tried to build a semantic query network based on high
quality transaction data consisting of online searching, production viewing, and product
buying activities from a large-scale query logs. It showed that extraction of relations by
means of mapping user queries to higher dimensions is effective in determining related
search terms.

As a concept-based query expansion method, the work in [15] employed associ-
ation rules to mine query relations and built a query relation graphs for identifying
salient concepts (or entities) through capturing transitive relations. Others proposed
effective query expansion techniques that consider topics (or concepts) with the help of
the ODP hierarchy [16, 17]. While their approaches are deemed semantic, they are
limited to the query side. The closest to our work is the study of topic dynamics for
pages visited by people in web search [26] to predict topic transitions using only the 1st

level of ODP hierarchy.
A study considered both the query space and the document space together by

computing probabilistic correlations between query terms and document terms based
on query logs [18]. Its initial hypothesis is that the click-through information on search
logs represents a clue for inferring relation between queries and documents chosen to
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be visited by users. A recent study on a latent semantic query suggestion method [19]
used the rich information embedded in the query-click bipartite graph for recom-
mending relevant queries. Although the concept of a latent semantic map (LSM) [27]
was proposed to suggest better user queries and categorize search results, it didn’t
contain experiments.

While the ideas in [12–14, 26, 27] share some of our motivations and approaches,
our method differs from theirs in that we attempt to find such query-document relations
and topic transitions at different semantic levels of a huge hierarchy, apply them for
query expansion, and validate both the notion of topic transition and its utility for query
expansion through a series of experiments.

3 Topic Transition Map

Constructed from a set of queries and the associated clicked pages (or relevant doc-
uments1), TTM is intended to aggregate the interests of many users, which are
expressed in relatively simple queries first and clicked (or relevant) documents later. In
order to capture the commonality of interests of many users and their transitions at a
semantic level, we use the ODP hierarchy (http://dmoz.org/) as the semantic medium. It
has 16 root categories (nodes) at the top level, and the corresponding trees have varying
numbers of branches at different levels and varying depths for the trees with the
maximum being 36. Each category has a set of representative snippets, each of which
has its own title, URL, and description. A query or document is mapped to the ODP
category by a classifier that builds a centroid from the associated snippets. For our final
TTM, however, we pruned some of the branches of the original ODP hierarchy to
create a more compact one that suits our needs.

3.1 TTM Construction

Our TTM construction process is divided into three parts: adaptation of the original
ODP hierarchy, query and document classification, and topic transition computation.
The first part is to build a semantic hierarchy for our purpose, which is the basis for the
topic and document classifier. Then the queries and documents are classified into the
hierarchy, and the results are used to create a map between a query category (QC) and a
document category (DC).

The original ODP hierarchy has page snippets for each category, but we crawled
the snippets and web pages for the URL’s in the Google version of ODP (https://web.
archive.org/web/20080227072915/http://www.google.com/dirhp) to enrich our cate-
gory representation. While the total number of the categories is about one half of a
million, we chose to select those with more than 10 snippets, discarding the rest,
because they are the basis for training the classifiers. As the categories at a low level
tend to have a smaller number of snippets, the filtering process provides the effect of

1 Hereafter we use queries and relevant documents without losing generality as we use the text in
actual pages corresponding to the clicked URLs in our analysis.
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pruning low level categories with too much specificity. In addition, we decided not to
use sub-hierarchies such as ‘regional’ and ‘reference’ that contain links to other
existing nodes and are deemed not suitable for representing semantic categories [12].
The resulting hierarchy has only 16,930 topic categories as in Table 1, which also
shows the number of categories at each level.

To identify fine-grained topics of queries and documents in the collection based on
the modified ODP taxonomy, we turn the problem into that of classifying them to the
topic categories. While query and document classification for a hierarchy has been
done for different purposes [10, 12, 13, 20], we chose to implement a nearest-neighbor
classifier with the Rocchio’s formula using only positive examples, which was used
successfully in [20]. For each category, we calculate a centroid using the term features
in the snippets, which is to be compared to document or query vectors based on a
Cosine similarity measure. An advantage of using the nearest-neighbor classifier is that
categories can be ranked so that top k topic categories are assigned to a query or a
document where k determines the shape of TTM and hence affects the retrieval per-
formance of query expansion.

For actual topic map construction, we build a bipartite graph G = <Q, D, E> where
Q and D represent a set of queries and a set of documents, respectively, and an edge
e2E connects a query and its relevant or clicked document. For all qi2Q and dj2D for
which an edge exists, we can generate a query category set QC = {qc1, qc2, qc3, …,
qcn} and a relevant document category set DC = {dc1, dc2, dc3, …, dcm} based on the
classification algorithm. As a result, we obtain a bipartite graph G’ = <QC, DC,
E’> where an e’2E’ is a weighted edge that connects a qc and dc. Such an edge is
created only if there exists e2E such that it connects qi and di whose categories are qc
and dc, respectively.

The weight of an edge between a query category and a document category is
computed by accumulating the relevance scores resulted from the query and document
classifications. Given an edge (x, y) 2 E’ and a function K that accepts a query or a
document and returns a set of classes with a relevance score s higher than a threshold,
the weight for the edge is computed as follows:

wxy ¼
X

sðqiÞþ
X

sðdjÞ

for all qi and dj such that x2K(qi) and y2K(dj) and (qi, dj) 2 E.
In effect, the weight for an edge between qci and dcj is computed as the sum of all

the relevance scores of the query and document pairs such that the categories of the
query and the document include qci and dcj, respectively, and the document in the pair
is relevant to the query. In other words, the weight of an edge is reinforced linearly
when a new (query, document) pair is detected for the edge in a click-through data or

Table 1. Numbers of categories after reconstruction

Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

Level
4

Level
5

Level
6

Level
7

Level
8

… All

#doc>10 13 387 2,495 4,720 4,399 2,739 1,504 512 … 16,930
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test collection. The bipartite graph can be represented as a matrix A where an element
Aij has the weight between qci and dcj.

In Fig. 1, the initial query-document graph is converted into a category-category
graph with Ajk indicating the weight of the topic flow from a query category (QCj) to a
document category (DCk). Although a click graph model in a prior click graph study
[3] is built by producing a probabilistic ranking of documents for a given query, the
final TTM is constructed by computing the probabilities of individual topic transitions
between them. The probability of reaching a document category from a query category
can be computed by normalizing the transition weight with the sum of the weights on
the transitions from the current query category:

Pðdck qcj
�� Þ ¼ AjkP

i Ajk

The probability values computed as such are used in the final TTM.

3.2 Analysis of TTM

Based on the method described above, we separately built TTMs for the TREC-3/4 data
and the MSN Live Search log-2006 data (LIVE-2006). The total numbers of queries
and the associated documents are: 50 queries and 9,349 relevant documents (186.98 per
query on average) out of 742,358 for TREC-3, 49 queries and 6,322 relevant docu-
ments (132.67 per query on average) out of 567,529 for TREC-4, and 1,502,387
queries (755,453 unique queries) and 370,907 clicked URL documents for LIVE-2006.

Fig. 1. Topic transition map construction
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In LIVE-2006, the clicked documents whose URL is no longer valid and the associated
queries were removed from the 10% sample of the entire data set.

To get basic statistics, we counted the number of topic categories at each level (in
the ODP hierarchy), to which the queries and the documents were classified separately
(i.e., QCs and DCs). Since top k categories for both queries and documents were
selected in the TTM construction process, the statistics can vary depending on how
many categories we consider for each query or document (i.e. the value of k). Two
different counting methods are used in Tables 2 (TREC-4) and 3 (LIVE-2006): a
lenient counting method (L) that takes top five QCs or DCs and a strict counting
method (S) that takes only the top one QC or DC. TREC-3 is not shown because it is
similar to TREC-4.

The numbers of distinct categories show that most heavily used topic categories are
positioned at the levels 2 to 7 (TREC-3/4) and levels 3 to 7 (LIVE-2006) of the ODP
hierarchy. We believe the categories at those levels are at the right granularity in
representing the semantic categories of queries and documents, supporting our pruning
process to create a more compact hierarchy. The first line in each table shows the
number of the categories that have more than 10 snippets each.

Table 2. Statistics of QCs and DCs in TREC-4 based TTM

Table 3. Statistics of QCs and DCs in LIVE-2006 based TTM
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Table 2 shows that 50 queries were mapped to 49 distinct categories because of
their lengths and uniqueness in TREC-3 whereas the relevant documents were mapped
to duplicated categories (from 7,522 to 1,426 in the strict case). The large reduction rate
from 37,610 to 3,938 in the lenient case indicates that the documents across the top five
categories are relatively homogeneous in their semantics, compared to the queries.

A unique aspect in Table 3 is that unlike TREC-3/4, the reduction ratio from the
number QCs to the distinct QCs is high, from 650,651 to 16,535. It indicates that there
are many duplicates in the query set and that many queries have the same semantic
categories. On the other hand, the reduction ratio for relevant documents in LIVE-2006
is similar to that of TREC-3/4.

4 Query Expansion

4.1 Motivation

The inception of the notion of TTM was derived from our initial observation that there
is a gap between the semantic categories of a query and those of the relevant docu-
ments. Figure 2 gives some examples for a mismatch between QC and DC resulting
from the lenient counting method. It can be seen that except for Topic 215, where the
QC is ranked as the third category on the DC side, the QC’s are not listed at all on the
DC sides. For Topic 215, the QC and the three DCs are reasonable categories in which
some aspects of the information need can be found. For Topic 238, however, the QC is
incorrect and so are the DCs with a possible exception of the second one. Topic 204 is
the case where the DCs are far from the QC but all of the DCs have a potential to have
relevant information.

These examples illustrate the possibility of retrieving relevant documents from the
document topic categories different from the query topic category. First of all, the topic
for a query can be misinterpreted or misrepresented by a query processing component
of a search engine, resulting in very irrelevant documents. In this case, the document
topic categories that can be reached through the transitions can compensate for the
failure in the query analysis. This case is likely to occur with short queries. Second,
relevant documents can be found not only in the category that is identical to the
correctly identified query category but also in some other topic categories that can be
reached with the transitions as in the case with Topic 215.

To validate the TTM idea beyond the anecdotal cases, we compared the semantic
categories of the queries and those of their relevant documents in two collections:
TREC-3 and TREC-4. The TREC-3/4 collections were used instead of LIVE-2006
because topic transitions are less likely to occur with longer queries, making our
analysis conservative. Since some of the QCs were incorrectly classified, however, we
used manually annotated query categories for the comparison and further experiments
in order to avoid propagation of errors arising from the query classification phase.

Table 4 shows the matching ratio of a unique query category (top 1 QC) and
document categories (DC) in the two collections when more than one category is
allowed (up to five) for each document. It includes the distributions of two major topic
flow types – Topic Retention (TR) and Topic Transition (TT). TR means that the
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correctly identified QC is found in the DCs whereas TT means none of the DCs
matches the QC.

The ratios vary depending on the hierarchy level at which comparisons are made.
The higher (more general) the level, the more chance QCs and DCs match. When
comparisons are made at the deepest level, there is only a slight chance that a QC match
one of the DCs, over-emphasizing that there is a topic transition. When a QC
(‘A> B>C>…’) and a DC (‘A> C>D>…’) are given, for example, the pair is con-
sidered topic retention at the 1st level, contributing to TR[1D], but counted as topic
transition at the 2nd level (TT[2D]). This observation is taken into account when the
topic transition phenomenon is used for query expansion.

The statistics support our premise that we need to capture topic transitions from QC
to DC in a systematic way. This is related to the question of whether there is a potential
for serendipitous encounters during web search [28]. While a user’s interest may
actually change from the query time to the search result browsing time as they
encounter them, we take a less radical stance for generality: the topical categories of

Fig. 2. Three Examples from TREC-4 based TTM

Table 4. Distributions of each topic flow type

Topic Retention Topic Transition

1D 2D Full 1D 2D Full

TREC-3 56% 37% 4% 35% 55%

TREC-4 49% 27% 3% 43% 66%

1D: 1st level; 2D: 2nd level; and Full: full depth 
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relevant documents are not necessarily the same as that of a query. As a result, a set of
document categories associated with the category of a query in the past data can be
used to predict the categories in which relevant documents can be found for the query.

4.2 TTM-Driven Query Expansion Method

Given a query and its category (QC), top k DCs based on the edge probabilities in TTM
can be identified and used to select expansion terms. There are two different resources
for each category, from which expansion terms can be extracted: snippets associated
with a category and the documents in the relevance judgment collection, which have
been classified to the category. Since snippets have been processed to extract the term
features used in forming a centroid for classification, they are candidates for term
expansion. Top n terms were used in our experiments. The documents from the rele-
vance judgment collection, which belong to the category are used in a similar fashion to
extract the expansion terms.

While it is conceivable to use the transition probabilities from QC to DC in
computing the ranks of expansion terms from different DCs when more than one DC
are used, we chose a simple term selection method in which term relevance scores used
for centroid construction are employed. When a term occurs in more than one DC, we
selected the highest score for ranking the expansion terms. Term weighting schemes for
merging centroid vectors corresponding to the multiple DCs and for using transition
probabilities are left for future research.

5 Experiments

The main goal of the experiments is two-fold: to find out how useful TTM is in query
expansion for IR and to determine ways TTM-based query expansion can be used for
retrieval performance improvements. For the first part, we compared our TTM-based
expansion method against other feedback methods. For the second part, we ran
experiments with different numbers of expansion terms and other variations such as the
number of DCs used in TTM.

5.1 Data

While both TREC-3/4 and LIVE-2006 were used for our initial investigation on the
existence of topic transitions and for actual construction of TTM, we conducted
retrieval experiments on the TREC-4 data only. The real world data in LIVE-2006
helps showing that topic or interest transitions indeed occur in web search. However,
we felt that the data would provide skeptical evaluation results since the clicked pages
are not necessarily all relevant.

Instead, we chose to use TREC-4 because has not only full relevance judgments but
also longer queries than web queries. The TREC-4 dataset consists of 49 official topics
(7.5 words on average) and 567,529 documents (2.07 GB). The number of relevant
documents for each query is 133 on average. We used only the title and description in
the documents.
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5.2 Experimental Design

We used Terrier v2.2.1 (http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/terrier/) as our baseline retrieval system2,
which is based on the vector space model. Our baseline run is a regular retrieval
without any feedback. It allows us to measure how much we can gain in retrieval
performance by using TTM-based query expansion and other various feedback-based
query expansion methods. For retrieval performance, we used standard measures:
Interpolated precision/recall, MAP (Mean Average Precision), and P@n (precision at
n documents). We ran five experiments: two other feedback-based term expansion
methods, a semantic hierarchy based term expansion, and two TTM-based term
expansion methods. Following are their descriptions.

– Explicit relevance feedback (ERF). To simulate explicit relevance feedback pro-
vided by users, we used top k relevant documents available in the collection.

– Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF). We used a standard pseudo or “blind” rele-
vance feedback method where the top k documents in the ranked retrieval result are
assumed relevant and used for feedback.

– Topic Relevance Feedback (TRF). This feedback method uses the query category
(QC) to which a given query is classified and manually judged as in Subsects. 3.1
and 4.1. Expansion terms are extracted from the documents determined to be rel-
evant to the chosen query category. In effect, this method assumes that there is no
topic transition for a given query. In our implementation, all the relevant documents
are forced to be classified to the linked QC corresponding to the given query,
without using the document category classifier. This process is done based on the
assumption that relevant document always inherit the query’s topic category. While
the documents used for query expansion are the same as those used for PRF, the
term extraction method is different; the semantic categories constructed with TTM
and the term statistics in the documents in the categories play a critical role.

– ODP-based Query Expansion (OQE). This case represents a thesaurus or concept
hierarchy based term expansion. While past attempts using such resources like
WordNet have not been successful in general, we wanted to see the effect of using
ODP as the basis for term expansion. The snippets associated with the QC are used
for expansion. For term ranking, the df-icf scores are used, too.

– Topic Transition Relevance Feedback (TTRF). This is the expansion method we
propose using TTM. As in the two previous cases (TRF and OQE), two resources
can be used: the relevant documents or the ODP snippets associated with the DCs.
The former is represented as ‘TTRF’ while the latter is represented as ‘TTRF(ODP)’
in Sect. 5.3. In addition, there are other variations in terms of the number of DCs to
be considered, for which we show separate experimental results.

2 We used the PL2 weighting model Terrier provides. Although we’ve tested other weighing scheme,
such as, BM25, DFR_BM25, tf-idf, the PL2 showed the best performance on MAP and P@n
measure when tested with TREC-4.
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5.3 Experimental Results

For the legends in the graphs shown below, we use the following convention: [ex-
pansion method][the number of documents or topic categories used][the number of
expanded terms]. For example, [ERF][4 docs][200] means the case where 200 terms
were added from the explicit relevance feedback based query expansion method using
the top 4 relevant documents. We ran a preliminary experiment to determine the best
performing numbers of expansion terms for all the methods: 20 for TTRF, 120 for
ERF, 120 for PRF, and 5 for TRF. We excluded OQE in the subsequent experiments
because of its low performance.

Precision@n. To see the value of the proposed expansion method in a simulated web
searching environment where only top n documents are often viewed by the users, we
measured its retrieval performance using precision@n in comparison with the others.
The TTRF method showed consistent superiority up to top 1000 retrieved documents
as can be seen in Fig. 3. We believe that the high score terms selected from the top five
DCs are effective in bringing relevant documents to the top n lists where n can be as
large as 5.

Overall Performance Comparisons. Figure 4 compares the four different expansion
methods and the baseline in terms of the traditional precision/recall. The experimental
settings like the number of expansion terms and the number of categories used for the
methods are different to make sure each reaches the best performance in our experi-
ments. It’s clear in the graph that TTRF has the best retrieval performance compared to
the other expansion methods, followed by TRF, PRF, ERF, and TTRF (ODP).

To see the comparative results more clearly, we provide the following table where
MAP and P@5 are shown. Two different parameter settings are shown for ERF, PRF,
TRF, and TTRF because they gave slightly different relative superiority in MAP and
P@n. Since the comparisons are among different feedback methods, the percent
increases are based on the PRF method. The numbers show the highest value for each
method with its optimal parameter setting.

Table 5 clearly shows that the overall performance increases with the order of
TTRF > TRF > PRF (baseline) > ERF. In case of P@5 and P@10, the order is almost
the same. The effect of using TTM over PRF is an increase of 27.31% in MAP, 33.80%
in P@5 and 36.40% in P@10, respectively. This is a strong indication that recognizing
and using topic transitions helps retrieval performance significantly.

Variations of TTRF. To better understand how best TTM can be used for query
expansion, we compared different TTM-based term expansion strategies. The varia-
tions are mostly for the ways to select DCs, to combine the expansion terms. The other
parameters like the number of terms were selected for the best condition for the case. In
the order of the legends in the graph, they are:

– Case 1 ([TTRF(ODP)][6DC] [10]): ODP snippets within top 6 DCs were used and
only top 10 terms were selected for expansion.

– Case 2 ([PRF][10docs][90]): It was included to be used as baseline as in Table 5.
– Case 3 ([TRF][50]): Top-50 terms were selected using TRF. It assumes the query

topic is retained. Every relevant document is classified to the query category.
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– Case 4 ([TTRF][1DC] [5]): The first DC was used to obtain top five terms.
– Case 5 ([TTRF][3DC] [5]): The three DCs were combined to obtain top five terms.
– Case 6 ([TTRF][5DC] [20]): Top five DCs were combined to obtain top 20 terms.

As can be seen in Fig. 5, the best performance was obtained with Case 6 where top
five DCs were used together. Because its performance was much better than Case 4
where only top DC was used, it indicates that the terms from lower-ranked DCs can
help. However, the TTRF using ODP snippets for term expansion (Case 2) is only
slightly better than the default, indicating that the snippets are not a good source for
term expansion.

Fig. 3. Precision@n

Fig. 4. Interpolated Precision-recall
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Cases 4 through 6 are considered a method of using a combination of topic retention
and topic transition for query expansion. In other words, the improvements obtained in
the cases are attributed to the effect of topic transition on selecting effective terms.

Discussion. Our experiments were conducted using a publically available search
engine, Terrier, which has been used widely for research purposes. Nonetheless, the
performances of the proposed method based on TREC-4 evaluation using MAP, P@5,
and average precision are better than those of the highly ranked system (MAP: 0.2944
and P@5:0.5755) reported in evaluatIR.org3. However, it should be noted that our goal
was not to achieve the state-of-the-art performance by tweaking the system parameters
but to investigate on the values of the TTM and its use for query expansion in com-
parison with other well-known yet effective relevance feedback methods.

Known relevant documents in test collections are far from being perfect. As such,
there should be additional relevant documents in the collection although a study
showed that the imperfect nature of a test collection did not alter the relative rankings
of participating IR systems [25]. However, the search results after relevance feedback is
likely to be biased towards the average relevant documents used for the feedback. The
proposed query expansion method based on the notion of topic transitions can alleviate
the limitation since the different document categories are linked to the query side.
Documents covering different aspects of the query topic can be brought in as a result of
the feedback. An investigation on the characteristics of different sets of relevant doc-
uments associated with different DCs should lead to a method for expanding queries in
multi-directional ways. We leave this line of research for the future.

The k-NN based query classifier we used in this work is not the best method for
short query classification. The use of a k-NN based classifier is not to suggest the best
performing query classification method, but just to identify the topic transition phe-
nomenon between the queries and their relevant documents. We understand that

Table 5. Overall Performance Comparisons

Expansion method MAP P@5 P@10

[ERF] [5docs][120] [3docs] [20]
0.2407
(−2.75%)

0.5469
(−5.64%)

0.5041
(−1.20%)

[PRF]
(Baseline)

[5docs][120] [10docs][90]
0.2475 0.5796 0.5102

[TRF] [1DC][50] [1DC][50]
0.2919
(+17.94%)

0.7224
(+24.64%)

0.6367
(+24.79%)

[TTRF] [5DC] [20] [5DC] [20]
0.3151
(+27.31%)

0.7755
(+33.80%)

0.6959
(+36.40%)

3 The evaluteIR.org ALPHA web site provides useful information about IR test sets and systems for
comparisons. Available at: https://web.archive.org/web/20150222083239/http://wice.csse.unimelb.
edu.au:15000/evalweb/ireval/
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classification accuracy would be an important issue if we were to use the proposed
method for real applications involving short queries. Nonetheless, we feel it is
important to recognize the topic transition phenomenon and attempt to find a way to
utilize it. More fundamental is to understand the causes for topic transition. However,
this paper focuses on how it can be used, leaving the “why” question for future
research.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced the notion of topic transitions and an approach to con-
structing Topic Transition Map (TTM) based on semantic analysis using the large-scale
ODP hierarchy and a large-scale query log and TREC data. As a way to validate the
idea and make a use of TTM, we proposed a new query expansion method. In a series
of experiments using the TREC-4 collection, for which relevance judgements are
available, we showed that our method is superior to other query expansion methods
such as standard explicit relevance feedback, pseudo relevance feedback, and
thesaurus-based term expansion. While the effect of query expansion based on the
notion of topic transition would have a greater impact on web search, which can be
studied with an appropriate web collection, we feel that the current work is a strong
basis to warrant further studies.

With the new notion of TTM and its applicability shown in query expansion, there
are several avenues to explore to fully exploit its value. First of all, it can be used to
identify how user interests change and why users consider retrieved documents and
pages interesting, not necessarily relevant. When a time factor is added, it should be
also possible to see how interests of general users change at a semantic level over time.
The second area is to identify user search goals, especially in terms of action-level clues

Fig. 5. Variations in TTM-based expansion strategies
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(e.g., verb + related objects), by looking into both query and document sides at the
same time. This can lead us to find an answer for what in the semantic content of
query/document causes topic transitions. Findings along this line will help improve
user satisfaction in web searching and advertising. The third area is to investigate on a
specific method to make further improvements along term expansion. It should be
possible to find a way to use different document categories for identifying different
focal points of user interests and using them for improved search results. The fourth
area of investigation is to apply the notion and the method to different domains,
different data sets, and different users to build a generalized model for topic transitions.
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